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Soul Moments from the Grail Leadership Think Tank 2013 
As Judith Blackburn’s Gumbo article pointed out effectively, the gathering of Grail leaders in 

Greensburg, PA the first weekend in August was focused and enriched by our frequent sharing 

of spiritual inspiration.  To give a sense of the breadth of the sources of “renewable spiritual 

energy” that we shared with one another I’ve compiled the materials used in our Soul moments 

throughout our time together.   

On Thursday, August 1, 2013 after lunch we gathered to begin our work together.  Kate Devlin 

welcomed us all and shared this Blessing from John O’Donohue’s Benedictus:  A Book of 

Blessings 

For a Leader 

May you have the grace and wisdom  

   

To act kindly, learning 

To distinguish between what is 

Personal and what is not. 

May you be hospitable to criticism. 

May you never put yourself at the centre of things. 

May you act not from arrogance but out of service. 

May you work on yourself, 

Building up and refining the ways of your mind. 

May those who work for you know 

You see and respect them. 

May you learn to cultivate the art of presence 

In order to engage with those who meet you. 

When someone fails or disappoints you, 

May the graciousness with which you engage 

Be their stairway to renewal and refinement. 

May you treasure the gifts of the mind 

Through reading and creative thinking 

So that you continue as a servant of the frontier 

Where the new will draw its enrichment from the 

old, 

And you never become a functionary. 

May you know the wisdom of deep listening, 

The healing of wholesome words, 

The encouragement of the appreciative gaze, 

The decorum of held dignity, 

The springtime edge of the bleak question. 

May you have a mind that loves frontiers 

So that you can evoke the bright fields 

That lie beyond the view of the regular eye. 

May you have good friends 

To mirror your blind spots. 

May leadership be for you 

A true adventure of growth. 

Shortly thereafter, Sharon Thomson and Lucy Jones  led us in a beautiful ritual prompting and 

allowing us to remove our “Grail Hats” to give ourselves space, time and permission to change 

our own perspective as we approached the challenges we came together to discuss.   The page 

below was given to each of us. 
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Lucy shared a reading from Parker Palmer’s book A Hidden Wholeness- The Journey toward an 

Undivided Life: Welcoming the Soul and Weaving Community in a Wounded World, pp 56-7 

 We know how to create spaces that invite the intellect to show up, analyzing reality, 

parsing logic and arguing its case: such spaces can be found, for example, in universities. 

 We know how to create spaces that invite the emotions into play, reacting to injury, 

expressing anger and celebrating joy; they can be found in therapy groups. 

 We know how to create spaces that invite the will to emerge, consolidating energy and 

effort on behalf of a shared goal: they can be found in task forces and committees. 

 We certainly know how to create spaces that invite the ego to put in an appearance, 

polishing its image, protecting its turf and demanding its rights: they can be found 

wherever we go! 

 But we know very little about creating spaces that invite the soul to make itself know.  

Apart from the natural world, such spaces are hard to find—and we seem to place little 

value on preserving the soul spaces in nature. 

I am not suggesting that the intellect, emotions, will, and ego are irrelevant to inner work.  

Operating independently, these faculties will not take us where the soul wants to go. But 

they are all vital parts of being human, and—with guidance from the soul—they can all 

become vital allies on the journey toward an undivided life. 

When the soul speaks through the intellect, we learn to think “with the mind descended 

into the heart.” When it speaks through the emotions, our feelings are more likely to 

nurture relationships. When it speaks through the will, our willpower can be harnessed for 

the common good.  When it speaks through the ego, we gain a sense of self that gives us 

the courage to speak truth to power. Every human faculty, as it becomes more soulful, can 

help us negotiate the complex terrain of life… 

After considering these stimuli we joined our voices to sing Pat Humphries’ Swimming to the 

Other Side before beginning our task together. 

Swimming to the Other Side © 1992 Pat Humphries 
 
Chorus: 
We are living 'neath the great big dipper 
We are washed by the very same rain 
We are swimming in this stream together 
Some in power and some in pain 
We can worship this ground we walk on 
Cherishing the beings that we live beside 
Loving spirits will live forever 
We're all swimming to the other side 
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I am alone and I am searching 
Hungering for answers in my time 
I am balanced at the brink of wisdom 
I'm impatient to receive a sign 
I move forward with my senses open 
Imperfection, it be my crime 
In humility I will listen 
We're all swimming to the other side 
 
Chorus: 
 
On this journey through thoughts and feelings 
Binding intuition, my head, my heart 
I am gathering the tools together 
I'm preparing to do my part 
All of those who have come before me 
Band together and be my guide 
Loving lessons that I will follow 
We're all swimming to the other side 
 
Chorus: 
 
When we get there, we’ll  discover 
All of the gifts we've been given to share 
Have been with us since life's beginning 
And we never noticed they were there 
We can balance at the brink of wisdom 
Never recognizing that we've arrived 
Loving spirits will live together 
We're all swimming to the other side 
 
Chorus: 
 
After three hours of work we closed the Thursday work session with the following Soul Moment led 
by Mary Gindhart : 
 
Reading: Matthew13: 47-48 

Jesus said to the disciples: “The kingdom of heaven is like a net thrown into the sea, which collects fish of 

every kind.  When it is full they haul it ashore and sit down to put what is good in buckets.  What is bad 

they throw away….” 

Sharing of Lucy Jones email, 7-30-13 

But as I always held forth when preaching, I lament that there is not an easy way to quantify spiritual 

deficits and surpluses in the same way as we do finances.  I often think that if we had a daily reminder of 

our spiritual health, such as the regular announcement in the media of the Dow Jones and other stock 

market averages, measured in the ways of compassion, planetary health, care for the sick, etc., that we 

might concentrate on building society in a more holistic way than only economic health (as important as 
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that is).  Money and what we spend it on is an outward manifestation of what we consider important and 

what matters to us, which comes from our spiritual connection to our deeper selves, to our community 

and to the great mystery beyond our own lives.  

Reading: Matthew 13: 51-52 

“Do you understand all these things?  They answered, “Yes.”  And he replied, Then everyone who has 

been instructed in the Kingdom of heaven is like the householder who brings from her storeroom both the 

new and the old.” 

Comments:  

The Grail in the United States has a story with events that bring about change, settings that provide 

conditions for the events, and characters that cause and react to events.  As we gather for the Think Tank 

we will be looking at the life and work of the Grail in the United States and reflecting on a number of its 

aspects and looking ahead to the US Grail General Assembly in 2014…. 

Song;  The Spirit of Our God has filled the whole earth!  Alleluia!  Alleluia! Alleluia! 

As we gathered on Friday morning, Mary Farrell shared the following prayer from Guerrillas of 

Grace: Prayers for the Battle by Ted Loder. 

HELP ME TO BELIEVE IN BEGINNINGS 
 
God of history and of my heart, 
so much has happened to me during these whirlwind days; 

I’ve known death and birth; 
I’ve been brave and scared; 
I’ve hurt, I’ve helped; 
I’ve been honest, I’ve lied; 
I’ve destroyed, I’ve created; 
I’ve been with people, I’ve been lonely; 
I’ve been loyal, I’ve been betrayed; 
I’ve decided, I’ve waffled; 
I’ve laughed and I’ve cried. 

You know my frail heart and my frayed history–  
And now another day begins. 
 
O God, help me to believe in beginnings 
and in my beginning again, 
no matter how often I’ve failed before. 
 
Help me to make beginnings 

to begin going out of my weary mind 
into fresh dreams, 

daring to make my own bold tracks 
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in the land of now; 
 
to begin forgiving 

that I may experience mercy; 
to begin questioning the unquestionable 

that I may know truth; 
to begin discipling 

that I may create beauty; 
to begin sacrificing 

that I may accomplish justice; 
to begin risking 

that I may make peace; 
to begin loving  

that I may realise joy. 
 
Help me to be a beginning for another, 

to be a singer to the songless, 
a befriender to the friendless; 

to become a beginning of hope for the despairing, 
of assurance for the doubting; 
of reconciliation for the divided; 

 
to become a beginning of freedom for the oppressed, 

of comfort for the sorrowing, 
of friendship for the forgotten; 

 
to become a beginning of beauty for the forlorn, 

of sweetness for the soured; 
of gentleness for the angry, 
of wholeness for the broken, 
of peace for the frightened and violent of the earth. 

 
Help me to believe in beginnings, 

to make a beginning; 
to be a beginning; 

 
so that I may not just grow old, 
     but grow new 

each day of this wild, amazing life 
     you call me to live 

with the passion of Jesus Christ 
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Simonetta led us in song before we returned to work on Friday morning: 
  Morning has broken, like the first morning 
  Blackbird has spoken, like the first bird 
  Praise for the singing, praise for the morning 
  Praise for them springing fresh from the word 
 
Friday was a long day of intense discussion on many topics.  As we gathered to begin again for our last 
scheduled session of the afternoon our spirits were refreshed by Carol Siemering’s  
 
 Grail Meeting Prayer: 
 
When we feel something passionately and others not so much so 
let us hold our passion like a precious flower 
but know it is just part of the bouquet 
 
When numbers are confusing, words a blur 
let us wait for the explanation but at the same time know 
we are loved and can ask any question if it is our need. 
 
When we sense perhaps some of our Grail sisters don’t know  
(or maybe even care) what we do here 
let us hold them in our hearts none the less for that  
with all the movement  
 
When we feel like crying 
let us at the same time find some reason for joy 
 
When we feel impatient 
let us know that the “wisdom of the group” will prevail 
if we only give it time. 
 
When we are weary to the bone 
let our strength be buttressed like a cathedral arch 
by each other’s determination, perseverance and wit  

 

We continued talking and working together Friday evening, gathering after dinner to explore more of 
our perceptions and perspectives. 
 
On Saturday morning Marian Schwab led us in this: 
 
Saturday morning 

 

Song: How Can I Keep from Singing? 

 

My life flows on in endless song, above earth’s lamentation. 

I hear that real -- though far-off -- hymn that hails a new creation. 
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No storm can shake my inmost calm, while to that rock I’m clinging 

Since Love is Lord of heaven and earth, how can I keep from singing? 

 

(Quiet) 

 

A reading from the book of Amos (9:13-15) 

 

“The days are coming,” says the Lord, 

  “when grain will grow faster than it can be harvested, 

and grapes will grow faster than the wine can be made. 

The mountains will drip with sweet wine,  

 and the hills will flow with it. 

I will bring my people back to their land. 

They will rebuild their ruined cities and live there; 

They will plant vineyards and drink the wine; 

They will plant gardens and eat what they grow. 

I will plant my people on the land I gave them, 

And they will not be pulled up again.” 

 The Lord your God has spoken. 

 

(Quiet) 

 

From Peace Moments for the IGA 2006 

 

  O Wisdom – 

Renew now our vision of who you created us to be 

 And what you call us to do 

Of wild goodness and disruptive faithfulness 

 Of risky acts for justice  

 Of hearty inclusion of the rejected. 

 

O Wisdom, strengthen us to help shape a nation and a world 

 where diversity is a source of enrichment, 

compassion is common, life’s poetry realized,  

 justice attended, joy pervasive, hope lived, 

and the hum of the universe is heard. 

 

Excite your image in us 

 that we may sweat and pray, sing and battle, 

 sacrifice and rejoice, be eager yet at ease 

in the task of giving them bread, not stones, 

and leaving them not violence or any kind of poverty,  

 but freedom, a treasure of chances, 

 green forests, sparkling seas, scoured air, 

and a legacy of compassion and peace, 

 

  (adapted from Ted Loder in My Heart in My Mouth)  

 

(Quiet)  
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Song: How Can I Keep from Singing? 

 

My life flows on in endless song, above earth’s lamentation. 

I hear that real -- though far-off -- hymn that hails a new creation. 

 

No storm can shake my inmost calm, while to that rock I’m clinging 

Since Love is Lord of heaven and earth, how can I keep from singing? 

 

 

We continued our work together throughout Saturday.  Toward the end of one discussion on Saturday 
afternoon Lucy shared another piece from Parker J. Palmer: 
 

Summer 

Where I live, summer’s keynote is abundance.  The forests fill with undergrowth, the 

trees with fruit, the meadows with wild flowers and grasses, the fields with wheat and 

corn, the gardens with zucchini, and the yards with weeds.  In contrast to the 

sensationalism of spring, summer is a steady state of plenty, a green and amber muchness 

that feeds us on more levels than we know. 

Nature does not always produce abundance, of course.  There are summers when flood or 

drought destroy the crops and threaten the lives and livelihood of those who work the 

fields.  But nature normally takes us through a reliable cycle of scarcity and abundance in 

which times of deprivation foreshadow an eventual return to the abundant fields. 

This fact of nature is in sharp contrast to a human nature which seems to regard 

perpetual scarcity as the law of life.  Daily I am astonished at how readily I believe that 

something I need is in short supply.  If I hoard possessions, it is because I believe that 

there are not enough to go around.  If I struggle with others over power, it is because I 

believe that power is limited.  If I become jealous in relationships, it is because I believe 

that when you get too much love I will be short-changed. 

Even in writing this essay I have had to struggle with the scarcity assumption.  It is easy to 

stare at the blank page and despair of ever having another idea, another image, another 

illustration.  It is easy to look back at what one has written and say, “That’s not very good 

but I’d better keep it, because nothing better will come along.”  It is difficult to trust that 

the pool of possibilities is bottomless, that one can keep diving in and finding more. 

The irony, often tragic, is that by embracing the scarcity assumption, we create the very 

scarcities we fear.  If I hoard material goods, others will have too little and I will never 

have enough.  If I fight my way up the ladder of power, others will be defeated and I will 

never feel secure.  If I get jealous of someone I love, I am likely to drive that person away.  

If I cling to the words I have written as if they were the last of their kind, the pool of new 
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possibilities will surely go dry.  We create scarcity by fearfully accepting it as law, and by 

competing with others for resources as if we were stranded on the Sahara at the last oasis. 

In the human world, abundance does not happen automatically.  It is created when we 

have the sense to choose community, to come together to celebrate and share our 

common store.  Whether the “scarce resource” is money or love or power or words, the 

true law of life is that we generate more of whatever seems scarce by trusting its supply 

and passing it around.  Authentic abundance does not lie in secured stockpiles of food or 

cash or influence or affection, but in belonging to a community where we can give those 

goods to others who need them—and receive them from others when we are in need. 

I sometimes speak on college campuses about the importance of community in academic 

life, one of the most competitive cultures I know.  On one such occasion, following my 

talk, a man stood in the audience, introduced himself as occupant of the “distinguished 

Such-and-Such Chair of Biology,” and began what I thought—given his rather pompous 

self-introduction—would surely be an attack.  Instead, he said simply, “Of course we 

must learn to live in community with each other.  After all, it is only good biology.”  

Biology, discipline that was once driven by anxious metaphors like “the survival of the 

fittest,” and “nature red in tooth and claw,” now has a new metaphor—community.  

Death has not ceased, of course, but now it is understood as a legacy to the community of 

abundant life. 

Here is a summertime truth: abundance is a communal act, the joint creation of an 

incredibly complex ecology in which each part functions on behalf of the whole and, in 

return, is sustained by the whole.  Community not only creates abundance—community 

is abundance.  If we could learn that equation from the world of nature, the human world 

might be transformed. 

Summer is the season when all the promissory notes of autumn and winter and spring 

come due, and each year the debts are repaid with compound interest.  In summer it is 

hard to remember that we had ever doubted the natural process, had ever ceded death 

the last word, had ever lost faith in the powers of new life.  Summer is a reminder that our 

faith is not nearly as strong as the things we profess to have faith in—a reminder that, for 

this single season at least, we might cease our anxious machinations and give ourselves to 

the abiding and abundant grace of our common life. 

 

From Seasons by Parker J. Palmer 
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Sharon Joslyn’s inspired gathering of the group in the ritual circle to explore our sources of renewable 
spiritual energy will be reported by her in the next Gumbo. 
 
On Sunday morning Mary Kay Louchart and Sharon Joslyn led us in this opening Soul Moment: 
 

Opening song: God the Mystery (Lynn Malley) 

From Celtic Benediction--Morning and Night Prayer by J Philip Newell (Sunday prayer)  

I watch this morning 

for the light that the darkness has not overcome. 

I watch for the fire that was in the beginning 

and that burns still in the brilliance of the rising sun. 

I watch for the glow of life that gleams in the growing earth 

and glistens in sea and sky. 

I watch for your light, O God, 

In the eyes of every living creature 

and in the ever-living flame of my own soul. 

If the grace of seeing were mine this day 

I would glimpse you in all that lives. 

Grant me the grace of seeing this day. 

Grant me the grace of seeing. 
 

From Rachel Donders 1993 Sources of our Grail Dynamism paper: 

A “cosmic shift of consciousness” seems to be bringing forth a new future.  As one Grail group 

wrote recently, “We have turned a corner of awareness”.  There is awareness in the Grail of a 

new concept of Faith, a new concept of God-Centeredness.  There is new awareness of the 

fragility of our planet and at the same time of a srong pull towards a future. 

Gradually the Grail is learning to live and be active in a plurality of viewpoints and visions, 

respecting everyone’s fidelity to her own inner contemplative quest and outer active 

involvement.  Some find in this plurality a new dynamism and see it as the Grail’s present 

reality. 

True, the fading relevance of once-loved tenets and customs, the transition from a monolithic 

belief into a diversity of approaches does cause anxiety, suffering, and insecurity in some, with 

the fear for a loss of the known Christian identity. 

There are others who desire to plunge into a vaster sea, the sea where every living being is a 

part of every other. And there is a range of views and practices between the two extremes. 
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More than ever, the Grail embraces “women of all walks of life”, as the old saying goes.  More 

than ever it is the combination of different spiritual trends and different human approaches to 

reality, which gives it its own unique identity.  Perhaps we may conclude that each meeting 

with a changed situation, in union with each new reading out towards the Mystery at the 

horizon of life, sparks a new dynamism. 

Every renewal gives witness to the ever-present faith-core, mutually recognized and 

communally celebrated in a relationship of trust and communication.  There remains, within all 

the change and growth, that striving together as women for “a high and far-removed spiritual 

good”.  The Quest for the Grail continues……………… 

Closing thought from: Terry Tempest Williams: 

The eyes of the future are looking back at us and they are praying for us to see beyond 

our own time. 

Closing song: God of the Universe.  Oh eternal mystery. 
                       Universal God I bow to you.  Universal God I bow to you. 
 
After another session of work, we gathered for the last time in the ritual circle for a closing soul 
moment led by Judith Blackburn, Sharon Thomson and Lucy Jones.  We spoke a word or phrase to 
encapsulate the experience of the meeting and retrieved our “hats” from sacred storage to don them 
once again.  We sang together  
 

Hail Women 
by Judith Tripp 

 
Hail Women, Full of Grace 
The Holy Ones are with us 
Blessed are we 
And Blessed is the fruit of our wombs 
 
Holy Women, Mothers of the World 
We pray for all beings 
Now and in the Transformation 
Of us all. 

 


